
 

 

Pamela’s Favorite Bias Skirt 

March 26, 2019 
10am-2pm 

with Elaine O’Hanlon 
 

Pamela’s Favorite Bias Skirt is a flattering style for almost all 
figures and is guaranteed to make you look and feel thinner! 
It features two lengths - above the ankle and just below the 
knee. Choose between a full or slim silhouette, and add a 
smooth sew-in elastic technique with Pamela’s Fantastic 
Elastic. 
 
Note: While this skirt can be sewn on either a serger or a 
sewing machine, we will be using a sewing machine for this 
class. 

 
Supplies Needed 
 

 Pamela’s Favorite Bask Skirt pattern (must be ordered in advance)  
 

 Suggested Fabric (pre-washed): 
o Lightweight fabrics such as linen and linen blends, lightweight wools, silk, 

rayon challis or batik, lightweight denim, crepe, chiffon, blends. You can 
also make this skirt from lightweight knits, cut on either the bias or straight 
grain. 

o Long Skirt: 45” wide - 3 yds. 60” wide - 2 ¾ yd. 
o Short skirt: 45” wide - 2 yds. 60” wide - 1 ¾ yd. 

 

 Notions and other supplies 
o Sewing machine in good working order, with accessories and manual  
o Fabric scissors  
o Pins  
o Swedish tracing paper (optional)  
o Thread to match your fabric  
o Pamela’s Fantastic Elastic  

 
Pre-class Preparation: 

 

 If you know your size, you can cut out your pattern and fabric before class. 
 
 Denotes items available for purchase at Dublin Sewing Center. These items should 
always be purchased at Dublin Sewing Center to ensure that you have the correct 
product and to ensure that we can continue to teach these Classes at a low price. 
Please remember, though, that we only carry a few of each item at a time so it is best to 
purchase your items prior to the class (in person or by phone).  
 
 
 


